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'To you I'm an atheist;
to God, I'm the Loyal Opposition.
Woody Allen

Wooster
this
Week
ji
i

'

Documentary filmmaker Anne
Bohlen spoke Sunday in a
lecture, "Film

as

Assai ants fiara
n

Laura McHugh
Voice Staff Writer
An

assault against two
Wooster students last month raises
questions about how such incidents
should be handled in the future and
what students should do if confronted
with similar threats.
At around 12:30 on the morning of
Friday, Oct. 21, when most students
were packing for fall break, Alex
Gauvin '08 and Lisa Shames '09 were
walking down Gasche Street near the
on-camp-

us

.

'

phone to call his roommate, Brad

diately thought

Verbosky '08.

Shames.

"I just wanted to be on the phone
with someone, in case something happened," said Gauvin.
"I thought there was a threat from
the beginning," said Verbosky, who
immediately started walking to his car
to pick up Shames and Gauvin.
All three students said they were
being overly cautious because of the
rape that occurred in Williamsburg
Apartments earlier this fall. "The sec
ond they started following us, I imme

of the rape," said

The two men followed the students
they walked towards Holden
Annex. They then parked and chased
the students on foot.
"One of them had a heavy metal
chain," said Gauvin.
Gauvin and
Shames retreated into the Annex, at
about 12:50 a.m., just ten minutes
before they would have been locked
out under current security procedures.
as

See "Security," page 2

Theologian Williams inspires lecture listeners
She began her lecture by speaking
about her
to the
College of Wooster community, which
she had visited in 2003 as part of the
Newly appointed Theologian-in-ResidenForum series, and later in her lecture
at the College Terry remarked that she "loved this place."
Tempest Williams, provided the She spoke warmly about the dinner she
Wooster community with her lecture, had had the night before the lecture
"Gender,
Spirituality,
and
the wifh several Wooster students, and
Environment this Monday." Located in how it had amazed her and made her
Gault Recital Hall of Scheide Music happy to see so many concerned and
Center, students, professors and memeducated students passionate about
bers of the Wooster community sat these issues.
riveted by calm, yet powerful words
the lecture Williams
During
spoken by Williams.
bestowed upon the audience the need
In the introduction provided by the
for people to do something, to "not walk
College of Wooster's Campus Minister
away and not look away, but to find
Linda Morgan-Clemen- t;
she remarked practical solutions to the problems.'"
that people are often amazed at the way
She also commended students for not
"Terry can take control of a room just only being idealists, but also pragma-tist- s,
by listening."
and urged them to continue down
Williams has also been commended the path of doing rather than watching.
by the Ecology Hall of Fame stating,
In the story of her travels to Rwanda
."Her life has focused on opposing
to help rebuild the war torn country,
resource destruction, especially that she reminded her listeners that people
affecting human health; a love for the
are both capable of beauty and viodesert, and other naturally beautiful lence, saying that as a species we are
places; and land stewardship over capable of so much, yet at times we
many generations, which ties her to destroy all that we lrave. One of
the region where she was born and
still lives."
See "Theologian," page 2

Dylan Laurion
Voice Staff Writer

See
page 2 for details on the
"detour from the real."
Text."

smokestack when they were stalked by
two men in a tan truck.
"The truck stopped at the stop
sign and waited," said Shames. "The
two men inthe truck kept looking
back at us."
"I was thinking that they're probably going to throw a beer can at me,"
said Gauvin. "It didn't click in my
mind that anything was wrong."
Another car pulled up to the intersection and the truck drove off, only to
turn around in a driveway and come
back. At this point Alex used his cell

students
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Chris Beck addresses

group-thin- k

in America.

See what
he's talking about on page 3.
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The Alpha Gamms and Zetas
auction off students for charity

at

the

Underground

on

Wednesday. See page 5.
r

-

Coy Smith wraps up his push
for a dating revolution. Get hip
to the alternative dating phe-

nomenon on page

:

:f-

Terry Tempest Williams encourages
communities to stand together to create social change (Photo
by Jessica Marsh).

Theologian-in-residen-

Williams' death mourned

ce

Extracurriculars and
academics butt heads

Voice revisits the life of emeritus professor and mentor, Theodore Williams

Assistant News Editor
College of Wooster students, faculty
and administration may soon have a
taifgible policy in place regarding conflicts between academics and
co-curric--

ular

or extracurricular activities.
Entitled "Policy Regarding Conflicts
between Academic Responsibilities
activities," the Sept.

Co-curricu-

Acclaimed French Hornist Eric

and

MEMBER

In the early hours of the morning
one week ago on Friday, Nov. 11,

2005 Emeritus
Professor
of
Chemistry Theodore Roosevelt 'Ted"
Williams died after a
ht
to
University Hospital in Cleveland just
two days prior.
attended
Having
Howard
University as an undergraduate,
Pennsylvania State University for his
master's degree and the University of
Connecticut for his Ph.D., Williams
began teaching at Wooster in 1959.
He went on to teach for the next 42
years with countless students passing
through his classroom for a First Year
life-flig-

Seminar, an introductory-lev- el

o
ASSOCIATED
COLLEGIATE
PRESS
2005-0-

6

education, athletics and

co-curricularextracurr-

Emeritus Professor of Chemistry Ted
rt?jyj3f OPJ).

Sports

Keith Beckett

director of physical

icular

activities.
Students, faculty, staff, and administrators all share the responsibility of recthose conflicts."

Features

.

2005-draf- t

lar

ognizing, minimizing and resolving

Arts

"I'm just pleased that
they sought out our
thoughts and our opinions as well as the
other group."

of the policy states, in part:
"Sometimes conflicts arise for students
between academic commitments and

Ruske joins the Wooster
Symphony Orchestra for the
opening of their 90th season.
See page 6.

News
Viewpoints

'r

!

Liz Miller

upcoming men's basketball
season on page 8.

.r

--
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Chris Sweeney previews the

:
-

chem-

istry course or as an advisee in the
Senior Independent Study project.
Following the announcement of
Williams' death, a message board was
set up on the College's Web site.
Students, staff, faculty and community
members shared their stories of
Williams online.

1
Williams

It was met with a flurry of reactions
at a recent meeting of the faculty, reactions that led the EPC to "put the
breaks" on it, according to Associate
Professor of Philosophy and EPC subcommittee chair Henry Kreuzman.
"We recognize, and the faculty sxke

j

very clearly to us that we nettled to talk
to various groups on campus," said
Kreuzman.

(Photo

"Ted Williams was a great man, a
great colleague, and a true friend."
Williams was also known for his

signature gold Buick, which was often
seen cruising down Beall Ave. or
parked in front of Severance
Chemistry building.
Karen Edwards, assistant dean of
students and director of international
student affairs wrote, "He was selfless
in his support tor them. I regret that I
didn't get to know him better, but I
will always be inspired by my memories of his work. ...and I'll always smile
when I think about that car.
There will be a memorial service in
McGaw
Chapel
on
Saturday,
December 3 at 2pm.
Williams, who retired in 2001 is survived by: his wife Yvonne (Carter)
Williams emeritus professor of black
studies and political science; his daughters Lynora, Alison, Meredith, and
Lesley; his grandchildren Carter and
Amara and his sister Dolores Tucker.

The policy, which addresses what
Kreuzman called an "ongomg problem"

j

at the College, is still in draft form, but
has been discussed with various depart-

!

ments and organizations since that faculty meeting. It stemmed from groundwork done by a Spring 2(X)5
of the EPC seeking to address
the College's lack of a concrete xlicy
regarding what to do when conflicts
between academics and
or
extracurricular activities arise.
The sulxomtnittee, also chaired by
Kreuzman, reviewed the ways other
schools deal with these tyx-- of conflicts schools in the Great Likes
sub-committ-

!

ee

co-curric- ular

s

College

Association

North

Coast

(GLCA)

andor

Athletic

Conference
(NCAC) and some schools that simply
resemble Wooster.

The Committee resolved a suggestion that walked a middle ground
between policies at two ends of the
spectrum. The proxsed (Sept. 2005)
draft of the xlicy closely resembles
that of Bowdoin College, one that

recreation
addresses all activities where conflicts
may arise.
"One of the primary principles that
drove our policy," said Kreuzman, "was
that we said we don't want to make an

assessment

about

distinguishing

between athletics and other
events."

co-curricu-

lar

Keith Beckett, director of physical
education, athletics and recreation
echoed this statement. "Sometimes I
think that people are confused and think
that maybe this would be an athletic
policy, and its not. There's a lot of
and extracurricular activi-

co-curric- ular

ties."
Beckett and three other representatives from his department are among
the many individuals and groups which
EPC has consulted since they presented

the draft xilicy to the faculty at the
of the semester.
Among the other groups and individuals EPC has met with arc the Student
Government
Association, Campus
Council, the Science Roundtable, Model
United Nations Moot Court and the
faculty department chairs.
"I'm just pleased that they sought out
our thoughts and our opinions as well
as the other groups" said Beckett.
The Sept. 2005 draft also includes a
clause that addresses students who are
on academic probation: "In addition,
students who arc on academic probation
may not miss a regularly scheduled
class or other academic responsibilities
Ix-ginni-

ng

See "Academics," page

2
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Recent stalking, chase raises questions of security
Security

Coffee presents on

Lucan's "Cato"

continued from p.

Neil Coffee presented the lecture
"Shipwreck on the Syrtes: The
Frugality of Lucan's Cato" Thursday,
Nov. 17, in Severance Hall. An assistant professor of classics at the State
University of New
Coffee discussed Lucan and his works,
.which include the
epic

The men disappeared, presumably to
go back to their truck.
"The next thing I saw was Brad
being chased down University," said
Shames. "The driver was holding a tire
iron out the window screaming, "I'm
gonna get you, you fucking faggot!"
"I wasn't scared; it was kind of exciting," said Verbosky, "I had a lot of gas
and my car was faster. Looking back, it
could have ended a lot worse." The
chase ended when Verbosky pulled up
behind a parked Wooster City police
car and the truck sped away.
Both of the assailants were arrested
by Wooster Police.
Aaron
Torrence of Shreve, Ohio was the driver. He is being charged with operating
a vehicle under the influence of alcohol,
no driver's license, unauthorized use of
a motor vehicle and failure to comply
with an officer. His court appearance
on the charges is scheduled for Dec. IS.
The passenger,
Michael
Cunningham of Wooster, was not

York-Buffal-

ten-volu-

o,

me

Bellum Civile.

Lucan was the nephew of the
philosopher Seneca and later writers
such as Dante and Milton esteemed
his work.
The lecture was sponsored by the
Department of Classical Studies.

1

wearing a
sweatshirt with my name on the back
and now they are out on bail,"
Although he is not particularly
stressed, Gauvin said he isn't going to
wear the same hat and sweatshirt
together again.
"I don't go on long walks at night
anymore," said Shames, "if I hear a car
behind me, I always look back and see
w here it's going."
Verbosky said the incident "makes

"My advisor, Professor McGowan,
told me to go to Dean Holmes," said
Gauvin. "We have a very good rela-

that she was unaware of any blue lights
behind Holden. When asked why he
didn't call security directly, Gauvin
said, "my problem is that you can't call
security from a cell phone very easily."
Anyone needing to contact security
from a cell phone can dial them directAll three stuly at
dents admitted they did not know
Security's extension.
COW Director of Security Lynn
Cornelius said students have several

tionship with College of Wooster security," said Steve Thornton, Wooster's
Lynn Cornelius,
Chief of Police.
Security, said,
of
Wooster's Director
will stop to
officers
"artimes the WPD
officers
and we
talk to the Security
issues."
of
a
work together on lot
Despite this good relationship,
Cornelius said, "We were never contacted alxwt the incident that happened
on the 21st of October."
Both Dean Holmes and Lynn
Cornelius are working to improve
Campus Security. 'The full time and
student officers within Security are
stepping, up their patrols wjthin campus as well as on the perimeter," said

1-330--

I look like," he said, "I was

263-2590.

CAMPUS

thinking that they're probably going to
throw a beer can at me ... It didn't click in my
mind that anything was wrong."
"I was

'

,

Alex Gauvin

Class of 2008

Holmes.

24-year- -old

NATION

Pennsylvania teen
suspect in murder
-

,

LANCASTER, Pa. (AP)
David Ludwig has been returned
to Pennsylvania to face murder and
kidnapping charges. He is accused of
killing his girlfriend's parents and
running away with her to Indiana.
Kara Beth Borden, his
girlfriend, has not been arrested but
18-year--

old

22-year-- old

charged.
All three students

shaken by
the experience. "I don't feel safe walking on side streets at night," said

14-year-- old

was also

returned

were

Gauvin. "From having to identify them
for the police, the two guys know what

home.

Indiana police captured Ludwig on
Monday as a result of chase during
which his vehicle crashed into a tree.
He is suspected of killing Borden's
parents in their home early Sunday
following an argument about their
daughter's relationship with Ludwig.
Warwick Township Chief Richard
F. Garipoli Jr. said Kara will be
ered a victim, not a willing participant,
"until I hear otherwise."
"Kara's upset. She's crying. She's a
child and we seem to forsaid. "She's devasthat,"
Garipoli
get
tated. So it's important that we do put
her back with her family where she

me want to carry a pocket knife at

night."

,

Could the incident have been avoided
if campus security had been alerted?
"It didn't cross my mind to call security," said Gauvin, "and there are no blue
boxes around between University, St.
and the Annex."
Although there are two blue boxes in
the Holden parking lot; one is near the
stadium and the other is next to the
Rubbermaid Student Development
Center, Gauvin admitted there wouldn't hav been enough time had he
known they were there. Shames agreed

.

"

r

'

Anne Bohlen, producer of "Blood in the Face," and "With
rioting, the Frencli Riviera cities of Babies and Banners," spoke on the truth of the word "docu- -

Nice and Cannes began imposing curfews for minors last week.

Leah Koontz
Chief Staff Writer

The government has strengthened
its stand against 'the. riots, the worst
the country has .seen since student
riots in 1968. According to Interior
Minister Nicholas Sarkozy, local offi
cials have been told to deport the 120
foreigners who have been convicted
for participating in the violence.
In spite of some persistent rioting,,
the number of car burnings dropped
by half and reports of violence
decreased as well. The government
imposed a state of emergency last
Tuesday, but it did not deter vandals
and looters from attacking sujerstores
in the north and a subway station and
a newspaper warehouse in the south.
Arson attacks have continued. The
national police reported that rioters
set 1 cars on fire and ran one burning
vehicle into a primary school in
Toulouse. Another school was set
ablaze in Belfort.

filmmaker
Documentary
Anne
Bohlen presented a
entitled
"Film As Text" on Sunday, Nov. 13, at
7 p.m. in the Luce'Multipurpose Room.
Bohlen produced the documentary
"With Babies aiid Banners," as well as
"The Global Assembly Line." Her most
recent film, "Blood in the Facie," studied
Neo-Nagroups.
Bohlen said that she wanted to
demonstrate the seductiveness of the
language of the documentary in her.
speech, and portray the importance of
the viewer's awareness of that seduction. Due to these "detours from reality," some filmmakers have started
called documentaries "discourses of
sobriety" or "films of edification,"
claiming that the term "documentary"
leads audiences to l)elieve everything in
a film is 100 percent factual.
lecture-discussi-

j

earthquake, tsunami
-

.

I

j

j

j

!

1

Hokkaido.
Compiled by Lizzy Druga

"

'

spliced together
broadcast quality oral histories to make
it look as if several women were having
a conversation with each other at the
same time, when in fact, the women's
speeches had been in monologues.
Bohlen said, "Some of these women's
children had never even heard their stories. ...We wanted it to be you in the living room with those women."
Bohlen said another common form
of seduction in documentaries is that
most
pick and cltoose
whose stories will be included based on
who is engaging and which characters
are going to pop out on the screen.
Additionally, close-uto create emotional resonance and fade-ou- ts
to create transitions in time are two techniques that can be viewed as "detours
from the real."
Bohlen said about the film, a project
created by college-ag- ewomen, "It is a
product of its time.... Feminists at that

1

j

!

i

history.
In her lecture, Bohlen revealed some
of the ways the filmmakers attempted

was a radical act, and may still be," said
Bohlen.

women, develop more complex female
characters, and reveal women's history."
Bohlen elaborated by saying that film
was used a catalyst for conversation
and as a publicity tool so that audiences
could understand women's need for
power.
"We were trying to get the message
out that people collectively can actually
make social change, and open up that
private sphere to make it a public space.

Putting women on film for 45 minutes

Bohlen's film "Blood in the Face" was
shown free of charge on Friday, Nov.
1
at 8 p.m. in the Luce Multipurpose
1

room. The Department of History, the

Cultural Events Committee, the
Women's Studies Program, Phi Alpha
Theta History Honor Society, and the
Women's Resource Center sponsored
the lecture.

1

1

related to the class to participate in a co- -

curricularextracurricular activity." ,.'
Dean of Students Kurt Holmes says
this is where some of the hardest language in the policy resides. "I also think
that's probably where it should reside,"
said Holmes. "If we're talking about
somebody that is below a two-oto be
on academic probation, if you're below
a two-oyou really ought to not be
missing class, regardless of what your
commitments are."
This section of the draft has caused
some individuals to raise concern, said
ar
Kreuzman. "Some people say the
the
and
extracurricular activities facilitate
academic success. And so, they're concerned that that part of the policy
would undermine the academic success
rather than facilitate it. And so that's
the concern that's been raised ... by
h,

h,

cur-ricul-

co-curric- ular

some individuals."

JR. Ward '07, a former member of
the College's football team, is not critical of that section of the proposed policy. "Education should come first," he
said. "So if you are on academic probation, you should not even be playing
sport.s," he said.
EPC discussed

the section of the
regarding students on academic probation with the Committee on
Academic Standards on Thursday.
Kreuzman said, "It is clear that the
policy has improved over the past six
weeks because of concrete discussion."
A final version of the policy has not yet

draft-poli-

cy

been proposed.

Sparks fly at Hales' fireside chat

Theologian

X

continued from p.

1

j

j

time saw film as a consciousness-raisin- g
tool to inspire people, celebrate strong

,

continued from p.

ers

Bohlen said, "We must ask who has
the authority to create these contexts.
The form's strength is its ability to persuade belief in the construct of that
context of reality. . .. Media literacy is
essential for civic engagement in a
democratic society. The ability to read
and write media, i.e. to make media,
should be a part of everybody's formal
education."
Bohlen's film "With Babies and
Banners"
used
the
Women's
Emergence Brigade as a microcosm to
portray the larger theme of working-women- 's

to draw viewers into "With Babies and
Banners." These tricks included paying
someone to write and sing additional
lyrics to a preexisting song for the
introduction of the film and going to an
optical illusion specialist to obtain the
effect of photographs appearing as if
they were pages turning in a scrapbook.

Academics

Williams advocates
strong communities

i

j

The biggest tsunami waves measur- ing 2 and '20 indies hit the city of
Ofunato while smaller ones hit four
other coastal cities. The waves generated by earthquakes are usually barely
noticeable but can become higher when
they strike the shore.
Ross Stein, a geophysicist with the
USGS in Menlo Park, Calif, said the
swell amounted to "a surfable tsunami."
The earthquake was centered off the
coast of Sanriku in northern Japan and
Iii t at a depth of roughly 18 miles
according to the U.S. Geological Survey.
Its eflects were felt across northern and
eastern Honshu, including Tokyo and

on

zi

1

island.

It appears that campus security was
never notified of the incident by the
Wooster police. The administration
learned of the incident through forwarded emails from the students' professors.

ps

- Despite the abating of

TOKYO (AP) Northern Japan was
shocked early Tuesday by a powerful
earthquake followed by small' tsunami
waves striking approximately '200 miles
from the epicenter. There was no imme-diate rexrting of injuries or damage.
According to Japan's Meteorological
Agency, the 7.1 magnitude quake was
centered below the ocean floor off the
eastern coast of I lonshu, Japan's main

someone to remember. It hasn't been
publicized very well but we are trying
to get that out there."

film-mak-

France riots abate,
government still in
state of emergency

Japan suffers 7.1

number," said Cornelius, "and we also
have extension 8888, both go to the
dispatcher. Sometimes when it's an
emergency, 8888 is a lot easier for

Also, the filmmakers

WORLD

PARIS (AP)

.

Bohlen speaks on "Film as Text" Criticisms
put hold on
EPC draft

14-yea- r-old

belongs."

"I think the blue light emergency
phones are very efficient," said
Cornelius. "Our student patrols go to
each one of them every night to make
sure they are in' working order.
Depending on the night and the events
going on we may get one call or we
may get several."
According to Holmes, despite these
improvements, it is still the job of the
student to be aware. Holmes suggests, "Students should look out for
each other; walk at least in pairs at
night, lock car doors, and assist each
other if and when events occur."

options if a blue box phone is not available. "We have our 2590 extension

Williams' main points was the necessity of community, the vital and
inevitable role it plays in our lives
and the direct connection it has to
'
who we are.
Lately, Williams offered to the
audience, focusing on the students,
words of advice in the struggle to
make a difference in the world and in
our communities. She said, "Initiate
vision and share it, involve more leaders in community, create from ground
up, engage children, train leaders,
leave ego at the door."
Williams offered this advice from
her experience as a person who has
implemented these methods, and seen
them succeed.
Williams said, "I do not think we

can look for leadership beyond ourselves. I do not think we can wait for
someone or something to save us
from our global predicaments and
obligations. I need to look in the mirror and ask this of myself: I am committed to seeing the direction of our
country, change, how must I change
myself?"
Williams reminded her audience
that it is a community's strength that
will help people succeed as individuals and as a group, saying, "Together
we build."
Williams was also available in her
fireside discussion with local Amish
author David Kline on Wednesday,
Nov. 8. Their discussion focused on
issues related to the environment in
central Ohio. Readers interested in
finding out more about Williams can
contact the Office of Interfaith
Campus Ministries at
330-263-26-

02.

p

the fireside chats, students get a rare chance to interact
personally with President Stan Hales. Students can discuss their issues, such as registration or academic policies. This was the second fireside chat of the semester
(Photo by Caroline Hotra).
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College loses dear friend

and longtime professor
Dr. Ted Williams passing rightly
did not go without notice. We'll
remember him for the smile perpetually planted on his face, and we'll
remember his golden '73 Buick

LeSabre, often parked in front of
Lowry in the afternoons.
Some of us who are seniors still
are not old enough to have remembered his teaching career at Wooster,
as he retired otficially in 2001, but
many of us would never have known
that he was retired as he was a constant presence on campus, greeting
students outside of Lowry, lingering
around Severance, and cruising
' down Beall.
Williams was one of only 2 1 faculty members who have the distinction
of teaching for more than 40 years at
Wooster. In that time, many former'
students became colleagues, and
many colleagues became close friends.
One of the kindest individuals one
could ever have met, Ted Williams
constituted part of the DNA that
made up the College.
Even after he retired, Ted Williams
continued to have an extraordinary
impact on Wooster, hosting the
Wooster Chamber Music series annually and remaining active in the science community. In 2001, President

Bush awarded him the prestigious
Presidential Award for Excellence in
Science, Mathematics, and
Engineering Mentoring.
To say that Williams deserved that
crowning achievement of his career
would be an understatement; it was
men like him for whom the award
was created.
The importance of Dr. Williams'
groundbreaking efforts to incorporate minorities and women into the
sciences should not go without
notice.
When he came to the College in
1959, he was one of Wooster's first
minority faculty. Hundreds of
minorities and women benefitted
from Williams' extraordinary work
in
(Buckeye Women in
Science, Education and Research),
which hosted a summer camp for seventh grade girls, as well as his work
in COSEN (Carolinas and Ohio
Science and Engineering Network), a
summer research program for undergraduates.
It is always ilnfortunate to lose
anyone who has affected so many
people. Dr. Williams profoundly
impacted a multitude of lives at
Wooster, and maybe now he's driving
that '73 Buick into heaven's sunset.
B-WI- SER

ISA campus event
displays diverse culture
Last Saturday, the International
Student Association (ISA) hosted a
"Culture Show" as part of
International Week. The event showcased the talents of international and
domestic students alike, tapping into
the rich diversity of the student body
to provide an evening as educational
as it was entertaining. The ISA and
all of the students involved should be
proud of their efforts.
The Culture Show and other
International Week events, including
Tuesday's Plantains and Pancakes
night in Lowry, this evening's
Muslim Call to Friday Prayer and the
ongoing display on the Lowry Art
Wall remind the student body of the
contributions our international students make to life at the College.
Although we live in rural Ohio, we
get a taste of China, Tanzania,
Latvia, Ghana, Brazil, Zimbabwe,
Saudi Arabia and Norway, just to
name a few of the countries from
which our international students and
global nomads hail. This cultural
broadening is a valuable aspect of life
at the College.
Our domestic diversity is equally
important. We congratulate the theatre department on its recent production of "Once on this Island," which

was not only delightful as a piece of
theater, but also proved that
Wooster's African American students
have much to offer in areas of campus life that have traditionally been
dominated by majority students.
The theatre department's commitment to providing opportunities to
minority students is admirable
indeed. Unless campus organizations
and departments reach out to minority students, longstanding barriers
between students of different backgrounds cannot be toppled.
The events of International Week
and the work of the theatre department demonstrate the enormous cultural diversity that exists on this
campus. We should continue to celebrate that diversity. But we should
also work toward increasing it.
With enrollment of both international students and domestic minorities declining, the College must continue to work toward creating a welcoming environment for students
from all cultural, ethnic and national
backgrounds.
The efforts of the ISA and the theatre department over the past few
weeks did exactly that. The rest of
the campus community should follow
their excellent example.

We should challenge our leaders
It seems that people here in
America are finding it increasingly
difficult to wave the flag while covering their ears, eyes and mouth all at
the same time. Although this task is
logistically difficult for anyone with
less than four
arms, most
Americans

I'

have been

There was also the CIA leak,
Hurricane Katrina, the prison abuse
scandal, the current issue of torture
in secret prisons, the FEMA director
and the Supreme Court nominee who
had less Court experience than the
Voices

editor-in-chie-

"

f.

Although every administration has
its problems, it seems strangely ironic that our country got so upset when
our previous president hooked up
with an intern.
We are beginning to realize that
perhaps we shouldn't have blindly
trusted this administration. Polls
show approval numbers for the president are dropping and that most
Americans do not think that the pres- -

demonstrated such incompetence that
they were a second party in name
only. They did not ask the proper
questions before we invaded
Afghanistan and Iraq. They failed to
realize that they represent the population and are not simply a tool for
the administration. However, we cannot expect the legislature to be the
only institution that challenges

nation-widoing it sucgroup-thin- k.
cessfully for
The general public is the most
years.
important group in any democracy. ,
We can all
The vast majority of the American
chrisbeck
remember
public allowed themselves to be herd'
ed like sheep. We never questioned
immediately
after September 1 1; the current
and never challenged anything that
administration was elevated to the
occurred and suppressed those who
status of a monarchy.
did. Although we
future aside for a moment. In
There were flags on
are now begincars, windows and
ning to see that
for a democracy to
in America, we
clothes. People were
the emperor has
always question and always challenge."
scared and angry.
no clothes, it is
America fell into line
no longer a
in a way that my generation has
ident is honest. As we come down
question of Republican or Democrat.
never seen. It seemed that there was
from this jingoistic high that has
It is now a question of freedom and
no disagreement or dissent as we
been such an effective opiate since
people's lives. As more soldiers die
"
' September 1, we can take time to
invaded Afghanistan.
every day because of our mistakes,
Those of us who did speak out
we should ask ourseIves,'"If we
pause and look back on how we
believed this lie, what else will we
ended up where we are today.
against the invasion saw bitter and
often violent backlash. Then we
I suggest that the situation of the
believe? What else will we support?"
invaded Iraq, first to find weapons of
Put Iraq's future aside for a
country is not entirely the adminismass destruction, then to fight a
tration's fault. This administration
moment. In order for a democracy to
regime supporting terrorism, and
work in America, we must always
has done exactly what it intended to
then to spread democracy. But now
do when it came into office; however,
question and always challenge. If thjs
Osama bin Laden is out of the headother branches of government as
does not occur, we will likely see dislines, there were no weapons in Iraq,
well as the general public failed to
sent go from being rare to outlawed
and support from prevalent to
no connection to Al Qaeda and a unifulfill their role in our democracy.
fied democratic Iraq seems like an
The legislature was no more than a mandatory.
editor of
Chris is the
idealistic dream.
rubber stamp for executive policies.
Voice.
be
reached
He
the
can
the
However,
problems of this
The Democrats should have acted as
for com'
ment at cbeckwooster.edu
administration are not just about war.
an opposition party; however, they

"Put Iraq's

.
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SGA calls for
civil discussion

of affirmative
action issue

.

wanted.
Whether or not Seth articulated
himself correctly, the article sparked
conversations around the campus,
which may be a good thing as difficult topics like race can only be
addressed if someone is willing to
talk about them.
However, what is not beneficial to
anyone is a blatant attack on Seth via
Facebook or otherwise. Attack the
ideas, not the person who holds them.
If you disagree with a viewpoint,
begin a conversation, not a lecture.

The College

should allow
students to live

off campus
on-cam-

off-camp-

if-t-hey

socio-econom-

welcomes letters to the editor,

e-m-

order
must

work

To the editor:
The controversial topic of affirmative action is tough to address
regardless of one's opinions or audiSGA Cabinet
ence, and therefore this topic should
be taken on with careful consideration of word choice and structure.
If, let's say, the idea is that affirmative action should focus on economic
status rather than race, one should
not start with the topic of race.
Instead, one should focus on the
intentions of affirmative action and
how in the past race was linked to
economic status.
By beginning with the topic of
race, and the unaccommodating title,
To the editor:
Seth Stuck's article shifted focus from
I believe that the College of
his goal and hit a touchy subject.
Wooster housing department should
While whites may be a numerical
residential polichange its
minority in some states and in more
to come, Seth's article failed to porcy to allow seniors the opportunity to
I believe that seniors
live
tray that the concept of minorities
' would benefit well from this new poland majorities is not limited to
t strength in numbers but also
so choose. In a working
icy
ic
environment any young adult needs
strength in
status.
There are more women than men
to pay bills, learn to negotiate with
Voice
in the United States; however, they
landlords, and strive to be a
remain a minority as they have inferirespectable individual in the commuLetters cannot exceed 350 words in length and must arrive to or pay, power, and overall status. If
nity. The College does its best to
before
Voice
publication.
Friday
had
Monday,
given Seth's article a
graduate seniors that are not only
The
the Voice by 5 p.m. on the
educated, but are helpful, model citidifferent title, or if he had been more
All letters must be signed and include contact information. In
affirclear in his focus and stuck to
zens who will benefit society.
addition, the Voice reserves the right to edit and hold letters.
mative action rather than race, maybe
According to Danielle Schantz,
to voiceviewpointswooster.edu
Please send letters via ail
Ihterim Director of Residence Life,
the article would have been less
Letters can also be sent by hard mail to C--3 1 87, The Wooster Voice,
offensive. However, it seems to cononly local residents or students with
medical needs are allowed to live off-vey a point that Seth may not have
College of Wooster, Wooster, OH 44691.

The

de

us.

pus

nts

campus. She notes that the College
requires all other students to reside

and cites two main justifications. First, the College tries to
resipromote a collective

on-camp-

us

on-camp-

us

dential atmosphere among the students.
Second, in the past, due to some
cases of excessive noise and improper
trash disposal by students,
housing has been problematic for
Wooster's residents.
I respect that the College promotes
residency, but after three
of
living, students,
years
especially seniors are ready for the
The
option of living
Residential Senior Experience, a program designed to facilitate the needs
of seniors, addresses this issue, writing, "While The College of Wooster
provides an excellent and
education, many students feel
to face the 'real world' after
benefiting from all the comforts of
off-camp-

on-cam-

us

pus

on-cam-

pus

off-camp-

us.

well-round- ed

ill-prepa-

red

campus."

My proposal would allow seniors
while giving them
to live
a united, collective experience, and
thus would promote the intended
goal of the College. A senior
policy would be a viable compromise between students and the
administration.
I believe it would be fair if the
administration set up requirements
for
housing, such as
requiring a set GPA.
Seniors could have the opportunity
show
the College and the commuto
nity that they are ready to complete
their final year as model, enlightened
citizens. After all, these are young
adults who are looking forward to
being fully independent and fulfilling
their destiny.
off-camp-

us

off-camp-

us

.

off-camp-

us
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Life after class and college: Career Services
assisting students to prepare for the future

Graduate with
edge and a job

The opportunities facilitated by
Career services provide a number of
Tkachenko said, "The resources to accomplish short and
plete library of books that can help to students. Mihika Chatterjee "08 is in education.
Cara Lawry
inform them about career choices,
staff is extremely helpful. They have long term career goals.
charge of their newsletter and also
Through their Web site, Career
Voice Staff Writer
dedicated themselves to helping stumajors and almost everything else maintains the Web site. She suggests
Services invites students to register
Are you ever consumed by anxiety related to career guidance.
this as a resourceful tool because "it dents and they always understand."
when people ask what your major is
These books and materials are availChatterjee added, "When it comes online to actively construct career
has a plethora of information
and you realize that you have no idea?
able to be checked out during open
regarding summer internships and to making decisions about the career, planning timelines and complete surAre you in your senior year and thinkveys to pinpoint interests and skills.
hours, which are between 8 a.m. and 5
The office is available to help stuing about graduate school? The real p.m. In addition to the. library of
comes
dents formulate resumes and provide
world? The College of Wooster has books, there is an
database
helpguidance in the application process
needs an
an entire staff dedicated to help stuthat is constantly being updated with
dents with these real-li- fe
to get summer jobs or internships
decisions.
over one thousand alumni.
is
and
ful and
that will catalyze future career
This past Thursday was devoted
This is a luxury to students who
opportunities.
entirely to sophomores who need spewant real-li- fe
career guidance and
Services
cific guidance, advice or resources to want to speak with someone who perTips such as peppering resumes with
Mihika Chatterjee '08 action words and descriptive adjectives
lessen that growing anxiety.
haps majored in the same field at the
or dressing professionally for interLast Thursday, the Sophomore
College or is involved in an ideal
Open House ran from 1 1 a.m. to p.m. career.
one needs an understanding, helpful views are evident in the material prejobs for the graduating class."
at the Career Services Center in the
'07 has
Anton J. Tkachenko
com-moand resourceful mentor and this is sented by Career Services,
n
Personality tests are another
In addition, Career Services offers
Rubbermaid Building on campus.
worked at Career Services for over a
tool that underclassmen take exactly what Career Services pro- -,
alumni
contacts as a means for men
With the help of staff, specifically year, and has taken part in the advantage of at Career Services.
vides."
well as a glimpse into what
as
toring,
Director Lisa Kastor, sophomores
Sophomore Research Project. He Typically very expensive, these tests
Students do not need appointreal
of Wooster graduates
College
were given the opportunity to take helps to compile what, is known as are free at Career Services, according
ments to use Career Services unless
after
graduation.
the staff's time and the Quick Start Guides.
doing
are
advantage
they wish to schedule an appointto Chatterjee.
With
database
a
of over one thouresources.
These are different compilations
These enable underclassmen to ment with an advisor to discuss pernetwork
sand
with, there
alumni
Kastor said, "This is an opportunity
to
for each major that list Web' better understand their own intersonal needs, conduct mock interfor sophomores to learn more about
number
a
people
of
are
that
anyone
resources helpful with career searchests and skills, which in turn can views or review a resume.
the services available through our es, library resources for job searches assist in guiding their decisions.
with
questions
can
about
contact
Tkachenko recommends
that
office as they consider choosing a in the United States and internationinterntheir
majors,
paths,
career
In conjunction with the thorough
everyone take advantage of the genmajor, summer and internship possially, as well as jobs and graduate
research tools are two helpful and eral advising that is given, at least ships, and potential jobs.
bilities and resume writing."
schools that alumni have been dedicated advisors, Lisa Kastor and once. To find out more about Career
Determining plans for after graduWhen walking into Career Services, involved in.
is not limited to a career directation
Assistant Director Jim Butler, who Services, visit their Web site at
students are presented with a com
for
ly after college. Advising for stuThese prove especially helpful
has spent thirty-tw-o
years in public www.wooster.educareer.
dents involved in
programs is available, and the
College maintains a database of
graduate schools and programs.
excursion, all the better.
If pursuing graduate school,
Cory Smith
Also in the area, there are many Career Services is available to advise
Managing Editor
other fun options for a date, not the about enterance exams, study guides
Now that everyone is going on
least of which is a trip to and information about financial aid,
dates in the Wooster community
Montavino's on Portage Road in fellowships and grants.
(that's right, I'm calling you out f
Wooster.
Wooster also endorses numerous
you haven't been on one since Liz
If both parties are of age, this scholarships and fellowships that
Weiss '06 and I wrote about the "dathumble
establishment
nestled provide excellent opportunities for
ing revolution" that's supposed to be
between Hawkin's
Market and integration into the working world.
going on), it's time to offer some sugGoodwill is a rose among thorns. If
There are programs that Career
gestions for things to do on dates
atmosphere is important, then this is Services provides with the involvebesides the same old dinner-and-- a
the place to go
it offers soft piano, ment of Alumni Board members, as
movie model.
well.
a gentle waterfall and a generally
Kastor said twice per year
The first suggestion is one that is
relaxed environment.
there are events to connect alumni
groundbreaking, and sensible at that.
Sit for an hour, have a glass of with students;
Why not' a movie, and THEN dinwine and let the conversation be the
Last Friday they held practice
ner? This way, if the date is going
interviews with eighteen students
guide to a perfect date.
poorly and the only thing there is to
Since the first flakes of snow have and eighteen alumni.
talk about is the terrible mistake it
fallen from the sky, it's probably fair
In the spring, Career Services
was to go on a date in the first place,
hosts an event called Scots Career
fo start planning for the holiday seaat least there's always the movie to
son, and decorating for the Holidays
Network LIVE where usually about
talk about over dinner. It's genius,
is always a fun time. .
fifty students participate in an "open
really.
mane it a date! Whether its a house environment to speak with
And besides all of that, matinee
menorah, Christmas tree or just a Alumni Board members about their
tickets are usually cheaper at the
snowman, getting in the winter spircareer paths."
J
movie theater, and it is never as
it along with the holidays can make
Coinciding with the help of alumcrowded.
for a great time.
ni guidance is the scholarships and
ie
However, this
More adventurous folks I know fellowships that Career Services
Illustration by Julia Hendrickson.
model is one that needs to be broken.
have gone on risky dates
hiking, makes available, many with instituSo there's "nothing else to do," as ing reflects the feelings of the
ers out there who simply do not like antiquing,
g,
you name tional affiliation.
to shop, get off your high horse, and
many Woosterites would say.
painter.
it, it's been done on a date.
Along with those, there is a file in
Advice if the painting looks take the time to look at shoes, purses,
This is just not true! Taking the
Most people, however, are the the Career Services building with
time to get off campus is enough; angry, it might not be the best time vintage baseball cards and whatever
more nervous types, and these slight-- - different scholarships applicable to
there might as well be something to ask that special someone out on else interests the eye.
ly out of the norm suggestions just
different students that everyone is
This date is also especially cheap,
date number two.
interesting in the works.
might be the perfect way to get to welcome to check out.
Think back a few weeks to the Arts
What is the one thing that almost as long as the idea doesn't involve know that special someone.
The services that Career Services
all females and some males love to
section in the paper.
Remember
buying a gift at the end of the date.
This wraps up the dating advice in provide for students are growing
"Paint your own pottery"? This is a do? Shop.
Offer patience, time and a willingthe Voice.
every day.
fantastic idea for many reasons.
Though there are some members ness to do something that may not
Get out there, meet someone new,
With the help of some of the adviFirst, it's not terribly expensive of humanity who hate the activity, sound appealing at all. This is a big and go on a date. At the very least, sors such as Lisa Kastor and Jim
(much like the matinee). Second, the most can be coerced into a shopping turn on, trust me. And if she finds
you'll find the kind of person you Butler, the transition between colwhole idea is that the pottery paint- - trip. So, to all of the significant oth
just the right oversized tote on your aren't meant to be with.
lege life and the professional world
may be much smoother and more
successful than many students may
anticipate.
Drop by the office to learn more
enced personal reactions to the hur- Dayton, who is working with Blair
Admission is $2 to benefit this about all of the opportunities that
Gillian Helwig
ricane that made them want to reach on publicity for the benefit, said that cause. Part of the proceeds will be await students, and take advantage of
Voice Staff Writer
out to the people of New Orleans - they are using posters, flyers and donated to assist the relief effort for how Career Services can help make
radio ads to advertise.
through the benefit.
Hurricane Katrina.
your dreams come true.
On the first day of classes, most
"It was obviously a terrible thing
The FYS will also be promoting
professors assign a little bit of work. to happen to so many people," said the event with tie dyed
which
Often, introductory readings or Katherine Dayton '09. "It's imporwith peace signs
are spray-paintshort written responses are given as tant for people to remember that and the phrase "Woostock '05."
homework.
there are still many people out there
According to Pifer, the event will
On the first day of their First Year suffering losses that are in dire need
run similar to last weekend's Battle
Seminar, however, the students in for assistance."
of the Bands.
Madonna Hettinger's "Rock and Roll
One of Dayton's classmates,
"Most acts are
but a
and Race and Class and Boys and Kathleen Blair '09, had a similar few are coming from out of town,"
Girls" got a more substantial assignreaction to her peer.
she said. "The Underground was
"At the time we were planning it,
ment: to throw a benefit concert.
very generous when they agreed to
"I left it open for the class to decide
people were very emotional about let us hold our concert there.
what the cause would be and how supporting this cause, because it was
They gave us a very good deal so
they would get bands, raise funds, such a huge tragedy," she said.
most of the entrance fees will go
"We knew that devoting a benefit
etc.," said Hettinger.
to charity."
"When Hurricane Katrina hit, we concert to the victims of Hurricane
Hettinger said that in using rock
would yield a larger music to accumulate more aid for
were studying the influence of New Katrina
Orleans on the music that became response from the campus communiKatrina, the event will tie in well
rock and roll, so it seemed appropriwith the class's focus and discusty," she added.
ate to donate the revenues from the
According to Blair, the students in sions.
'
"The history of rock and roll lets
concert to those who had been disthe class divided up the tasks needed
placed from New Orleans by the hurto put on the event, which they are us know how generations have conricane."
fronted status quo. We often ask in
calling Woostock '05.
On Monday, Nov. 14, Planned Parenthood of Wooster pro"A few students are emceeing at the
Class member Katherine Pifer '09
this class w hether .rock and roll was
vided the women on campus with information about safe
agreed.
concert, a few students are performreally revolutionary and whether
"When the tragedy occurred coning, others are helping to set up in popular music still has the potential
sex and how to protect one's reproductive rights. Women
cerning Hurricane Katrina, it became between acts and someone was to create change," she said.
who attended were served refreshments and invited to
the obvious choice to be benefited,"
Woostock '05 will be held on
responsible for keeping track of the
touch, taste and smell a wide variety of Passion Party
she said.
bands who were performing," she Saturday, Nov. 9 from 10 p.m. to I
products (Photo by Caroline Hotra).
explained.
Other students in the class experi
a.m. at the Underground.
in-dep-
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"When it
to making decisions about
understanding,
the career, one
resourceful mentor
this exactly
what Career
provides."
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Make it a date! Ideas to make any date a great one
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Rock, roll and relieve Katrina tragedy
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Safe sex is sexy: Passion Party
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Yvonne Latty lectures to recognize unspoken veterans
Melissa Simmelink
Features Editor
With passion in her heart and fire
in her eyes, distinguished
journalist
.
j
"
and mithn V..
lvumie t anv spohe t0
Wooster students, sparking powerful
insight on Afncan-Americpres- ence in the military. The lecture was
neld on Tuesday, Nov. 15 in Gault

-

an

ed the lives of black veterans who
served in all branches of military
service and experienced struggles in
nursing, as POWs, within the
National Guard. Latty dynamically
told heartfelt
nf nifn n'nH
nvqi llWl stones
aiui
women who
thdr ives for
America, and of those who came
home eternally scarred by war.
Invited to the College as the fea- tured speaker for the 2005 Black

IlilliaMMMMIMMMI

Yvonne Latty spoke Tuesday niaht as the featured sneaker
for the 2005 B.ack
Program on her new
uvjyjw no kkcic mens vriiuio Dy iviac
ouenier;.
Scholar-in-Residen-

been

featured

in Newsweek,

Show, BET News and Fox and
Friends. Her newly released book
depicts the extraordinary sacrifices
of American heroes, and is currently
the basis of a two year exhibition
that began in April 2005 at the

National Constitution Center

Scholar-in-Residen-

Program,

ce
.

Latty embraced the opportunity to
speak openly 'with members of the
Wooster community. Latty graduated in 198-- t from New York
University with a BFA in Film and
Television, and later received her
Master's in Journalism from New
York University in 1990. She currently works for the' Philadelphia
Daily News and teaches journalism
at Villanova University. Latty has

in

'
Philadelphia.
As she grew up on the outskirts of
Harlem in New York City during the
1960s and 70s, the civil rights movement influenced Latty's youth and
shaped her outlook on life. Her perspective on war and the inequalities
and injustices towards minorities,
specifically African Americans, within the military defined her initial
indifference for the subject. In her
youth, she questioned how people
could fight for a country that denied
them support and gratitude and dismissed any greater understanding.
At her lecture, Latty's dark eyes
deepened behind her black rimmed
glasses as she reminisced about dinner table stories her father, a former
U.S. Navy steward, regularly told.
"I'm just a regular person whose
father served in World War II," she
said. Filled with regret for once
childishly glazing over during her
father's wartime stories, Latty always
remembered how his epics ended.
With a heavy heart, her father would
divulge-thterrors of racism and
explain how he and others with dark

A Vietnam veteran placed the call
to Latty, who was working at the
Philadelphia Daily, requesting that
she write a tribute to his hero,
George Ingram. Ingram, a black veteran, honorably served the U.S. Navy
as a submarine steward during
World War II and saved a fellow soldier's life. As Latty discovered the
details of Ingram's life, she uncovered a sense of understanding and a
connection with her country. "This is
why this country belongs to me
because of guys like George," she
said, "Something inside me snapped,
and I decided to write a book."
Inspired to expose the truth and
tell the stories of unspoken heroes,
Latty dove into elaborate research
and interviews. Struck that so few
black veterans appeared in historical
records, documents, the media and
even popular culture, Latty bluntly
questioned, "Where were all the
black people?"

AGP & Zetas

As the compilation of her work
progressed, she was finished' writing
within a year and her book was
quickly picked up by Harper Collins
Press. Exuding energy and vibrancy
on the warmly lit stage at Gault,
Latty commented on her book, "It's
the most incredible thing I've ever
done in my life; my only regret is
that my father isn't alive to see this."
Through the fighting, death and
suffering of veterans, Latty elaborates in her book that all enlisted
men and women deserve recognition
for their efforts and valiance. The
courage and dedication to the nation
Americans embody when they sign
and commit to the. military is
admirable regardless of rank or nice,
and all deserve equal recognition.
Latty cpncluded, "I can't think of
people more deserving, no matter
what their skin color. Anyone in a
uniform in this country deserves our
support."
.

host charity auction

e

Z

ce

Recital Hall and attracted an intimate audience, but resonated with all
in attendance.
Latty discussed her book, "We
Were There: Voices of African
American Veterans from World War
II to the War in Iraq," and presented
a collection of war stories and their
heroes with a PowerPoint presentation. Youthful and modern, Latty
stood tall in a crisp oxford and
trendy argyle sweater as she animat- -

on

CNN's American Morning, CNN
International, NPR's Tavis Smiley

Americans. Nevertheless, his con
cluding remarks always included
how proud he was to serve his country. When 911 hit in New York City
and a unified spirit of patriotism
seemingly swept the nation, Latty
felt left behind and alone, depressed,
confused and without a sense of
American pride. It was not until
three weeks after the attacks when a
phone call about writing an obituary
shocked Latty into reality about life
and war, propelling her into an investigation of its injustices.

The women of Alpha Gamma Phi and Zeta Phi Gamma hosted a charity auction at the Underground last Wednesday.
Members of the campus community were auctioned off to
the highest bidder, and all proceeds were donated to the
Cystic Fibrosis Foundation (Photo by Andy Maloney).

Party like a rock star with a drink to match your trucker hat
80 mg per serving, which is the same
as a cup of coffee) and taurine, a

Justine McCullough

sulfur-c-

Features Editor

ontaining

d.

The

brain gets an instant boost and we
instantaneously feel more alert and

'

Earlier this year Paris Hilton told
British "Glamour" magazine, "I am
not a party person. People think I
drink when I'm out but I just have
Red Bull. I'll just dance and have
fun." Other celebrities, such as Demi
Moore and Britney Spears, have also
been spotted downing these
drinks that have enough
punch to jump start a corpse.
The next time I see Paris Hilton,
I'd like to ask her, if Red Bull offers
a state of euphoria similar to that of
alcohol and other substances, then
caf-feinat-

aniino-aci-

awake.

Therefore, college students drink
Red Bull by the carton. Those who
consume it are able to stay up all

night, either to study or to party.
Even, calorie-conscioconsumers
can join in on the craze due to the
sugar-fre- e
options that have only 10
calories per serving. Just observe
what people buy every day at the Java
Hut; at least three out of every five
people pick up a Full Throttle on
their way through the line.
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Enerav drinks such as Rock Star. Full Throttle and Von Dutch
,
provide a surge of energy when you most need it, but how
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why are people alcoholics? What a
bunch of bull.
Energy drinks don't make iis
drunk, but they certainly wake us up,
and as college students, we feel the
need to be awake all the time.
College students should be getting
at least seven hours of sleep each
night, and the optimum amount of
rest should equal eight hours.
However, with class, school work,
I.S. and social life, most students
allot far fewer hours than they need
each day for sleep.
Sleep deprivation causes the brain
to work slower and have more difficulty encoding memories, which
makes it harder to learn. Energy
drinks such as Red Bull, however,
provide the body with caffeine (alxuit

For proof of anything popular
among college students, one only
needs to surf the Facehook. This
vast array of student profiles and
photos is also home to a multitude of
member-create- d
groups that are
derived for crowds of people who
share common interests. Not to be
left out, Red Bull has its own
Facebook group entitled "Red Bull is
My Pimp Juice." According to the
description, this group is for people
who need "a Red Bull (or two or
three)" to get them "going in the
morning" and turn them "into the
sophisticated and irresistible pimp"
that they are. Now, I'm no pimp, and
I'm not sure about my irresistibility,
but I am a member of this group and
I can certainly attest to the fact that

a lew energy

drinks wake me up

rather quickly when sleep threatens.
The lives of these students who
rely on a Red Bull (or two or three)
every day came to a brief halt on that
fateful day at the beginning of the
school year. We the Red Bull fanatics
stood eagerly in line, COW cards m
hand, only to discover that our energy supply of choice was no longer
available at the Java Hut.
The can we stared at blankly was
no longer the familiar silver and blue,
but black and gold. The calorie-cutte- rs
looked in dismay at the sugar-fre- e
white and red can. It was called
Rock Star. And most Red Bull
drinkers came to love it because it's
basically the same drink in a different
can. It tastes the same and it produces the same effects.
But then Java and Mom's began to
entice us with other options, introducing drinks such as Full Throttle
and Von Dutch. Caffeine fiends such
as myself decided to try them all.
According to www.vondutch.com,
all Von Dutch products are "Kustom
Built" and "Road Tested." Well, I was
hesitant to road-te- st
their new energy drink, mainly because I was skeptical about drinking from a 16 oz.
camouflage can manufactured by the
same company that boasts a clothing
line as well.
However, I would be lying if I said
I wasn't drawn to the notion of having an energy drink to match my
favorite trucker hat.
So I cautiously took a sip, just to
so
find that Von Dutch's energy drink
tastes exactly like Rock Star and Red
Bull and offers identical effects. So
next time you're out in the woods
wearing camouflage, be sure to take a
can of Von Dutch along with you,
because even hunting should be an
opportunity to embrace your inner
fashionista.
Full Throttle was the final beverage left after exhausting all other
options. I picked it up at Java one
morning, and since I was feeling a bit
spacey in my noon hour class, I
cracked that baby open. Expecting to
taste a fizzy carbonation similar to
Rock Star, imagine my surprise when
my mouth was flooded with a
Mountain Dew-tastisubstance.
This is all well and good for those
who enjoy this chartreuse colored
excrement-in-a-cabut for those
who detest it, Full Throttle is simply
ng

n,

not the drink for them. I was pleased,
however, to discover that the effects
of Full Throttle are identical to all
the others.
Within mere minutes I was able to
pick my head up off my desk and
participate in a rousing discussion
about deconstruction of James
Joyce's "Dubliners," though it took a
bottle of Evian to get the taste out of
my mouth.
Energy drinks keep us wired, but
how safe are they? Caffeine and other
diuretics put a strain on the body,
which creates the danger of collapse
during extreme exercise if too many
energy drinks are consumed beforehand. If drinking alcohol simultaneously, keep in mind that while you
may feel more alert and coordinated,

energy drinks have no effect on
diminishing the alcohol in your system. All it can do is keep you awake
longer, which may cause you to drink
even more alcohol.
In addition, the other active ingredient, taurine, is thought to be an
antioxidant and a type of heartbeat
regulator, though most scientists and
physicians are unsure as to its exact
effects.

Case in point, it's perfectly fine to
drink a Von Dutch or two if pulling
is an absolute necessian
ty, but heed caution when mixing an
energy drink with excessive exercise
or the consumption of alcohol.
Ultimately, it's easier to party like a
rock star after an adequate night of
sleep rather than six Red Bulls.
all-nigh-
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Eric Ruske joins Orchestra for season opener
"

Emily Alward
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tuosity."
Ruske has been an associate professor and faculty member at Boston

j

University for 15 years and is also the
director of the Horn Seminar at
Boston
University Tanglewood
Institute. From 2004 to 2005 he was
also the chairman of the winds, brass
and percussion at Boston University.
In addition, he has taught at many
other institutions including the Royal
Academy of Music in London, the
Central Conservatory of Music in
Beijing, the Royal Scottish Academy
of Music and Drama in Glasgow and
the College of Music at Seoul
National University.
The program for the Wooster
Symphony Orchestra's season-openiconcert featuring Ruske will
include Smetana's "Overture to The
Bartered Bride," Strauss' "Concerto
No. 1 in at
Major for Horn and
Orchestra, Op. 1 1" and Amy Beach's
"Symphony. No. 2 in E minor, Op. 32"

Harry Potter
mania! Meh.
So the latest installment of "Harry
Potter" movies comes out today. In fact,
all you diehard fans out there probably
already saw the movie at midnight last
night, putting me

to shame in your
robes
Hogwarts
and thick framed
glasses. But, the
fact of the matter
is, I'm not that
vanessalange
excited.
Don't get me wrong, I do love
The Symphony Orchestra, led by Jeffrey Lindberg, rehears"Harry Potter." I have read all of the
es for this evening's concert. Tonight's concert opens their
.books, devouring each of the behe- moth volumes in a matter of just a few
90th season (Photo by Jeremy Hohertz),
days. And if that's not enough to convince you of my qualifications to be
Symphony Orchestra Dan Utley '06. Israel Chamber Orchestra throughout
writing this column, I put my life on
"Mr. Lindberg always brings in really
Israel. He has also given recitals at
hold for two whole days over the sum- amazing solo artists to accompany the venues such as the Louvre in Paris
Prince,"
mer to read "The Half-bloand
Symphony."
the Kennedy Center in
or even
calls
phone
refusing to answer
Ruske has performed with several
Washington D.C. He was named the
dinner.
book
down to eat
put the
major symphony orchestras across the Associate Principal horn for the
That being said, I think my lack of
the Baltimore
Cleveland Orchestra when he was
globe including
excitement is mostly due to "Harry
the
Indianapolis
Symphony,
only 20 years old.
("Gaelic").
the
Boston
Pops
The New York Times commented
Symphony,
The Women's Committee for the Potter" overload. I mean, isn't it kind
Radio
the Shanghai
Orchestra,
on his recording of the complete
Wooster Symphony Orchestra is of pushing it to start making movies
for a series of books that isn't even
Broadcast Symphony, the European
Mozart Concerti with Sir Charles sponsoring this historic season-openifinished being written yet? There's
Camerata, the San Diego Symphony, Mackerras and the Scottish Camber
concert. Admission is free for stuthe Cleveland Orchestra, the Seoul Orchestra, saying, ."Mr. Ruske's dents. Other concert tickets can be hardly been any time for anticipation.
Prince" was just
Philharmonic and a tour with the approach, firmly positioned with the purchased at the bookstore for $5.
The Half-Bloreleased over the summer and now
less than a year later another movie is
released. Come on, that's, just a little
to Williams, who passed away earlier
out of control, don't you think?
Not to mention, it makes it way too
this month.
for people to not read the books.
has
been
wife,
Yvonne,
easy
"Williams'3
Those of you, who go see the movies
a great supporter of our choir and we
want her to know that she is not forjust so you can act like you know what
all the fuss is about simply disgust me. "
gotten in her time of bereavement,"
said Mason.
I'm sorry, but that just doesn't count,
folks. And don't look at me like you
According to Mason, it is somedon't know what I'm talking about
thing spiritual that attracts individu''''
als to participate in the choir.
you're not fooling anyone.
)
Because the fact is there's some-- .
"I believe that some of the students
a
here
because
it
satisfies
spirituare
thing truly magical about these books.
.
al need that they have to worship,
Laugh if you want, I don't care. I'm
even though" they are away from not ashamed to use words like "magihome," she said.
cal" to describe a Harry Potter" book'
JaQuan Bryant '08, a member of the because there's no other word to accuchoir, echoed Mason's sentiments.
rately express the experience of readGospel Choir allows "the freedom of ing one of them. No other book has
expression that ... is very important to ever been able to so completely
me," said Bryant.
engross my imagination for hours on
"It is very important to me that end. When I'm in the middle of a
when I sing my soul should be fully
Harry Potter book, nothing else
connected with what I am singing. It seems important. Johnny Depp could
is not just about performing in
knock on my door ready to propose
,
-. -Gospel Choir. In fact, it is mostly marriage and I would tell him to go
Joyce Mason directs the Gospel Choir at the final rehearsal for their fall concert. They will sing about a spiritual journey and the away and leave me alone until I was
this Sunday afternoon in McGaw (Photo by Hannah Graff).
done reading. Now if that's not a
expression of that journey through
magical book, I don't know what is.
song," he said.
hail
all
of
choir
life
the
from
'07
walks
Steubenville's
and
best
summarizes
Bronson
Youngstown
Joy
Of course, another part of the
of
high
Zachary McBride
I
and
school
and
the
Potter" magic comes from the
Choir.
middle
retired
"What
she
schools,
Gospel
of
age
groups.
"Harry
spirit
Voice Staff Writer
dream-lik- e
"We have students from freshmen to in 2001 as a vocal music director.
love about Gospel Choir virtually parstate the books induce.
Led by director Joyce Mason," the
senior and we have students from, litThroughout her career, beginning at allels what it is that attracts me to it While reading a "Harry Potter" book,
College of Wooster Gospel Choir is erally, all over the world and every age the age of 19, Mason has maintained a over other choirs," she said.
you are so engrossed in the action that
role in local churches as a musician.
set to perform this Sunday at 4 p.m. in group, including retired teachers,"
"I feel like everything about it
you feel like you are really there. But
said Mason.
"I learn from everybody whether I
McGaw Chapel. The program will
the rehearsals, the concerts
are you know how despite how vivid and
feature a song dedicated to the memoMason graduated in 1972 from am listening to tapes, CDs or live perreal a dream seems while it's happenmore laid back than traditional choir.
And we still do just as amazing choir
ry of the late Theodore Williams, who Youngstown State University, where formances," she said.
ing, you can't seem to remember any
I
feel
taught chemistry at Wooster for over she majored in music and education
for
Choir's
The Gospel
as a traditional choir ... literally
of it five minutes after waking up?
program
vocal
tradiI
Yeah, "Harry Potter" books are kind of
with
a
music. Sunday's concert will include the this music a lot more than do
concentration on
40 years.
The Gospel Choir consists of about She started teaching vocal music in songs "My Everything" and Total
tional music, or the music that the a like that. It's like you read them so
Praise",
30 members, though not all will be
by Richard Smallwood. The
Youngstown public schools shortly
quickly that you have no time to retain
cappella groups do."
performing on Sunday. The members after graduating. After teaching in song "Total Praise" will be dedicated
any of the information. I honestly
Sunday's concert is free of charge.
couldn't tell you what happened in
Prince" let alone
The Half-BloThe Goblet of Fire."
Fall Dance Concert
Which is one reason I do like the
. Woostock
movies. They refresh my memory of
1119
1118 to 1119
the books. Yes, I could just reread the
10 p.m. to 1 a.m.
8:15 p.m.
books, as many enthusiasts do, but I
have a pretty strict
The FYS "Rock and Roll and Race
The annual Fall Dance Concert
rule.
and Class and Girls and Boys" prestakes place tonight and tomorrow
With all the many great books out
there, why would I waste my time
ents a benefit concert for hurricane
night in Freedlander Theatres, showrelief. Several local bands will play at
casing the talents of student choreogreading a book I've already read?
I just wish the movies lived up to the
the Underground. Admission is $2.
raphers and dancers. Reservations are
books. I know,' I know, I sound like one
recommended.
of those snobs who insists that the
Student Recital
book is always better than the movie-- .
Adrienne Gudelsky, flute
Mwatabu S. Okantah and
I'm not. I've seen many movies without
the Muntu Kuntu
1180
reading the book (The Godfather,"
Energy Ensemble
2:30 p.m.
"Fight Club," "Bladerunner"). But, you
1118
see, the difference is that these movies
Senior Adrienne Gudelsky will per8 to 10 p.m.
aren't just adaptations of books, they
form a r.ecital this Saturday afternoon
She
Recital
Men
in
will
and
Gault
The
are great films with great directors,
Hall.
perOMSA
of Harambee
form works by Georg Philipp
actors, cinematography. All of which
sponsor an uplifting evening with the
are lacking in the "Harry Potter" films.
performance group of poet, musician Telemann, Cecile Chaminade and
Bohuslav Martinu.
I'll give The Goblet of Fire" one
and educator Mwatabu S. Okantah. In
thing: Mike Newell, who directed
the Lowry Pit.
"Donnie Brasco," one of my personal
Wooster Chamber Music Series
favorites. IMDB quotes Newell as sayStudent Recital
Epperson and Rosengren
ing about this project: "I was very
Michelle Digeatano, voice
1127
anxious to break the franchise out of
3 p.m.
Meredith Scheibe, flute
this
feel. It's my
1119
view that children are violent, dirty,
The Wooster Chamber Music series
7:30 p.m.
Emily Patterson '06 practices piano in Scheide Music corrupt anarchists. Just
continues next Sunday with a perbasically." That's a step in the
formance by pianist Anne Epperson
Michelle Digeatano and Meredith
Center. Patterson, a music education major, is a member of
Now, if only he could
direction.
right
and clarinetist Hakan Rosengren. The
Scheibe will take the stage in Gault
Wooster Chorus, After These Messages and Concert Band.
cut out a little of the
Recital Hall in a joint recital this
concert will take place in Gault
Next semester, she will be student teaching and singing in
Recital Hall in Scheide Music Center.
scenes and focus a little more
Saturday evening. They will perform
will take place Feb. 4 (Photo by
which
recital,
her
senior
the
on
for
and
for
from
works
Tickets are $10
adults
the 18th, 19th and 20th
story, then maybe I would have
$8
Andy
Maloney).
something to be excited about.
students and senior citizens.
centuries.
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Singing is spiritual for members of Gospel Choir
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This
the
Wooster
season,
Symphony Orchestra is celebrating
its 90th year of performance at the
College of Wooster.
In celebration of its anniversary,
the Wooster Symphony Orchestra
has an exciting season planned,
beginning with the first concert of
the year this Friday, Nov. 18 in
McGaw Chapel at 8:15 p.m.
Founded by Daniel D. Parmelee in
the Wooster
1915,
Symphony
Orchestra is a group of over 65 musicians from the College community
and is the second oldest symphony in
Ohio to continuously
perform
throughout the years. The ensemble
. is comprised of students, faculty and
Wooster residents.
"We are commemorating this landmark event with several special performances," said director and conductor Jeffrey Lindberg. "We are including a Wooster Symphony Alumni
Orchestra as well as appearances by
soloists Eric Ruske,
exemplary
Thomas Wood and Robert Sims."
Friday's concert will feature a performance by internationally acclaimed
French hornist Eric Ruske.
"It is exciting to have him play with
us," said bass trombone player and
four-ye- ar
member of the Wooster

boundaries of balance, coherence and
good taste that govern the Classical
Style, enchants by virtue of its confidence, imagination and ebullient vir-

,
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Plenty of practicing for Patterson
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Swimmers split at JCU, men stay unconquered
Michelle Erickson
Sports Editor

Chambers, however, was not the
only multiple winner on the girls side
as Amanda Bailey '08 earned big wins
in the 1000 freestyle and the 400 lM.
Wooster's relays were also successful
m
as they were able to
the
Blue Streaks and claim victories in the
200 medley and the 200 freestyle
relays.
Also posting victories on the afternoon were Molly Bittner '09 and Ross
as they took home top honors in the
100 freestyle and 100 backstroke,

The College of Wooster. swimming
and diving teams traveled
to John
Carroll University this past weekend
for their duel meet to face the
peren-

nial

Ohio

Athletic

out-swi-

Conference

(O.A.C.) power. Although last season
the Scots came away with a
sweep on the day, this year the
team would have to settje for a split,
as the men continued their winning
hard-foug-

ht

streak and the women were handed a
148-1loss. The men
earned a comprehensive victory by a
score of
4.
The men's team showcased their
depth once again as they swam to a
finish in the 100
breaststroke and a one-tw- o
finish in
the
200
breaststroke.
Mateo
Chinchilla '08 rolled to victory in
both of those events. "The men's team
has every reason to stay undefeated
this season. Their depth is proving
out to be hard to beat in the end, as
seen at the Wittenberg and John
Carroll duals," said Patti Ross '06.
Dan Noble '07 was also another
double winner on the afternoon with
victories in the 200 butterfly and 100
freestyle. Overall the men won 10 of
the 14 total events on the day. David
Brumbaugh '06 and Kyle Oaks '08
combined to sweep the 100 and 200
backstroke
events,
while Matt
Dominski '08 was also victorious in
the 100 butterfly.
"There has been a lot of solid leadership from the men's side, and it's
seen in the pool and'out," added RoSs.
The men's team has compiled "
heart-breaki-

ng

respectively.

46

"Both teams have big meets this'
weekend; it will be yet another close

181-12-
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The women's swim team looks to bounce back this weekend
as they take on Westminster, after losing a heartbreaking meet
to John Carroll last Saturday (Photo by Christopher Beck).
undefeated duel record in dominant
fashion, as they now stand at 0 on
the season.
On the women's side the Scots were
led by a dominant Kim Chambers '06,
who simply crushed the competition
in the 200 freestyle before also claiming victory in the 200 backstroke and
100 butterfly. Chambers blew away
the competition in the 200 freestyle as
she won by almost nine seconds. Her
efforts were
.
not quite enough, howev
v.n.- 4--

...r,.v

er, as the women fell by a mere two

points.
"The John Carroll meet was
to come out on the short end
of the stick for the women's side. The
team swam with so much heart and a
handful of girls swam
best
times," said Ross. "We may be at 2,
but there's a lot of building up to the
big meets coming up at Invite and
Conference. We're still kind of a big
disap-pointi-

ng

in-sea- son

2--

deal."
ucoi.

meet for the women's team and the
men's team will be getting a run for
the money. Westminster will be their
hardest competitors this season, outside of Conference," added Ross.
Wooster
will head to New
Wilmington, PA this weekend to face
the'Titans in a crucial meet; Last season the meet was a battle from both
sides as the teams earned a split with
the women coming away with a victory and the men were handed a close
loss. This year the teams will be looking to come away with important victories as the men will be looking for
their 5jh straight victory and the
women are looking to add another
win to their record. The duel will be
their last of this semester as they are
gearing up for the Wooster invitational to be held Dec.
at the Wooster
High School. The duel meet schedule
will continue in January as the Scots
face conference foes Hiram and Ohio
Wesleyan in a key weekend for both
squads upon their return from winter
training trip.
irip.

Michigan vs. Ohio
State Week
Ladies and gentlemen, it's Michigan-Oh-io
State week, and that means only

-

that's right It's time for
the annual debate over who will win,
and why, in your beloved Sports
Boxers. Since this is such a huge rivalry, I've scanned the globe to find two
experts on each side of the argument
discusto give you the most
sion of the game. For 0SU, we have
young Scotty Voytko, who has devoted
his useless being on .this planet to
wishing he went to
Ohio State. He

one thing

in-de-

pth

found a buckeye on
the ground, named
it his lucky buck
eye," and now car
ries it in his under

nickcross

pants.

On the other
side, we have a smooth pimp from the
streets, everyone's favorite pusha -t-

hat's right

folks, Mr. Joey Vavra!

Commonly known as the Chuckster to
those closest to him, I can vouch that
he has a tight grasp on this material.
Plus, when we get together, we do a
mean rendition of "A Whole New
World" from Aladdin. He plays a
beautiftd Jasmine to my Aladdin. It's
pretty. But now, without further adieu,

LET'S GET IT ON!!!
SCOTTY: Chad Henne who? Let's
be honest, Ohio State is too hot right
now for Michigan. Even the Buckeye
trees in Ann Arbor are in full bloom
right now. That team from up north
has yet to get their heads from out of
'down south' and play real football this
season. I mean, come on, they already
lost to Rudy and some French
Canadians in Minneapolis.' Simply put,
they just do not belong on the same
field a the Bucks this year. Let's first
talk about the Buckeyes' defensive side
of the ball against Michigan. The
Wolverines have been using two backs,
Hart and some other unheard-o- f, both
n:
returning four crucial upperclass-meNatalie Barone '06 of which have yet to reach the 600-ya- rd
mark. With the offensive line
and Vicki Meyer '06 along with Beth
Michigan has this year, J doubt those
Bensancon '07 and Maria Gonzalez
even make It to the line of
'07, each of whom hove qujte-- bit of back-wil- l
if by
starting experience. Thesgirls will scrimmage. But
play ail important role on the team, some strange miracle they do, A.J.
Hawk and Co. will meet them in the
with the Scots having graduated
hole.
As for the passing game, Henne is
three seniors last year who formed
projected to throw about eight interthe core of the team. At the leadership end of the spectrum, Barone and ceptions. He is lost without Edwards,
Meyer will attempt to fill in the gaps and he will most likely find the
Buckeye defensive backs more often
while the team in its entirety must
bring everything it has to every game than his own team. Let's now take a
look at the Ohio State offensive outthis year.
look. Even I agree that the Buckeyes
had some jitters in their few first
games, and by Buckeyes I mean Justin
1-

-3

Wieferich takes third, Lady hoops look to upset
runs on to nationals field in Nan -Nichols
five, and promising

Daniel Kremer
Voice Staff Writer
Katie Wieferich '07 traveled to the
NCAA Great Lake
Regional with

high expectations and she did not disappoint in the slightest. . Last
Saturday at Wilmington College the
Fighting Scots cross country team
competed in their toughest meet of
the season and fared well. The
women finished 8th out of 3 teams
and the men finished 22nd out of 34
1

1

teams.

eight-kilome-

All-Regi-

ter

on

1

six-kilome-

X-ra-

ter

co-capta- ins

Ten letterwinners and five players
with starting- - eKpvrieme will return
to ihe Scots' women's basketball
team - lead by Head Coach Lisa
Campanell Honiara, in her ninth year
of coaching at the' College of
Wooster. In both the coaches' and
media poll the Scots have been picked
to finish sixth in the North Coast
Athletic Conference (NCAC) with a
total of nine teams.
At the top of the polls is Kenyon
--

Rick Drushal - football(

(3rd-tea-

m)

recognition (Men's soccer)

-

Brian Conaway

m)

versatile Santonio Holmes, the passing
game looks unstoppable. Add in the
1000 yd, 2006 Heisman hopeful run-

ning back Antonio Pittman and the top
rated kicker (Heisman hopeful, anyone?) in NCAA football, and you have
fans leaving the Big House by 3rd

quarter. My prediction?
roll,

Tim Presto - (2nd-teaTyler Bosch - (2nd-tea-

m)

Adam Chapman - (honorable mention)
David Treleven - (honorable mention)

College, .who hail the best regular
season record last year in the NCAC.
Wittenberg, Denison, Allegheny and
Ohio Wesleyan finish off the top five
according to the polls.
This year the Scots look to build
upon their sixth-placonference finish. Last year, the Scots were more
guard-orientoffensively but with
the return of 6'o" Carly Loehrke '07
and the two newcomers Sarah Merkel
'Off and Dana Rannigan '()), 6'1" and
6'0" respectively, the Scots will be
looking to
their low post
dominance.
Apart from the
of
their front court play, the Scots are

Tiffany Rice -

(lst-tea-

m)

m)

'Conaway ends his career as the second player in NCAC history
r
t
f
.1
to be namedan.rlaver Ut the lear three times i wooster s lan Manila
honors all
was the other). He also earned first-teaBour years, something only Banda had accomplished before.
v

--

.

m

all-NC-
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Congratulations from the Voice Sports Staff

re-emerg-

ence

ranked higher than Wooster going
into the season, is a foundation to
build from, but it will take hard work
and tenacity from all of the girls on
the team. From the season preview
on the Wooster web site, Coach
Honiara outlines where the sight of
the team is fixed. "Our goal is to flat
out win the conference" said Honiara,
"There's a lot of parity in the NCAC
and the champion is going to have
two or three losses at the end." The
or-0- 6
season tips off this weekend as
the team looks to get off to a quick
start as they eye the NCAC crown

"You know, T.O. is his own player; I'm my own
player. We have no similarities whatsoever. I'm a

Carolyn Ciriegio - (2nd-teaHeather Wolff - (honorable mention)
.

re-estab- lish

Splitting games .with Allegheny
and Kenyon last year, two teams

Where do they find these people?

recognition (Vo(ky6aI)

m

37-1-

Buckeyes

0.

JOEY: OK, let's hear from someone
who knows about sports. First of all,

ed

m)

y,

Zwick. But with 2006 Heisman hopeful Troy Smith passing to 2006
Heisman hopeful Ted Ginn Jr. and the

ce

(lst-tea-

. -

doiVt-worr-

goes to the hole against the defense of
Megan Earle '09 in a women's basketball practice on Wednesday
(Photo by Jeremy Hohertz).

lst-tea- m)

Erin Schaffner - volleyball

ffi-NCA-C
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Maria Gonzalez '09

JlcadenricJllfcDistrict Honors:

Jitt-NCJl-C

Andy Boylan
Voice Staff Writer
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Postseason Accolades

Fall

.

,

Leading the men for tlie Scots tw as
Taylor Delhagen '06, who had an
incredible performance considering
he has only been running for a few
weeks this season. Coming back from
an injury a few weeks ago, Delhagen
has improved with each meet and it's
a shame he couldn't compete at
regionals in top form. Despite his setback, Delhagen finished the
race 38th in a time of
26:01. A few seconds faster and a top-3- 5
finish would have given Delhagen
his second
honor, but he
should be very satisfied with his performance.
Also performing well for
the men was Colin Turner '06, who
finished his stellar career and superb
season with a 12th position finish in
a time of 27:22. Rounding out the top

to make a big
impact next year, were a trio of
younger classmen. Colin Haverkamp
'08 finished 143rd in 27:56, Bryan Loy
'09 finished 146th in 28:00 and Rudy
Oilman '07 150th in 28:07.'
Katie Wieferich's performance was
the best by a Fighting Scot woman
since 2000. She crossed the finish line,
third overall, finishing the
race in 20:59. Her performance
earned her a trip to the NCAA championship meet in Columbus this weekend. The second best runner for the
Scots was Nicole Calderone '08, who
finished her impressive season with a
92nd place finish in a time of 23:45.
Rounding out the women were Ashley
Zervos '07 finishing 115th in 24:09,
Emily Rackley '07 134th in 24:35, and
Erin Fortin '08 144th in 24:43.
The meet wrapped up the season for
all runners except Wieferich. The
season was stellar for the men's and
women's harriers, but there are high
expectations for both teams next year
due to the development of several
young runners.
As of press time, the Voice staff
learnt that Wieferich had suffered a
tendon injury and was scheduled for
Her availability for the national meet was still under doubt, a potentially heartbreaking turn of events.

playmaker, he's a playmaker. It's just who makes
the most plays is what separates me and him."

I

Oakland Raiders WR Randy Moss adding his
two cents to the ongoing T.O. saga.

I'm a Notre Dame fan primarily and
we already crushed Michigan and
Charlie's offense would make OSU's
"vaunted" defense look like a bunch of

children scrambling around a crowded
Toys'RUs looking for mommy. But
onto the real subject here. Yes, Ohio
State has looked impressive offensively
lately. . .of course, those games have
been against such amazing competition
as Northwestern, Illinois, Minnesota
and Indiana all teams with staunch
defenses. .if they played high school
.

football. Ohio State's offense has been
a complete joke in the two big games
they've played this year: Texas and
Penn State. Ted Ginn, or as OSU fans
would have you believe, was supposed
to be a Heisman winner this year. But
oh, he had 7 total yards against Texas
with no scores and only 45 against
Penn State with no scores, along with
only 2 TD's as such an "amazing"
threat as a returner. Can you say "most
overrated player in college football"??
Anyway, the OSU offense will stumble
against an athletic D in Ann Arbor and
have to rely on their defense to save
them. The D is very talented and will
challenge Henne and the run game, but
I mean, according to OSU stat
keepers
A.J. Hawk has about 1,000,000 tackles
this year. I must concede that OSU
does have a bit more talent this year
but it's a rivalry game and I'm picking
the Wolverines to pull it out 1.
28-2-

By Scott "litisman htffful" I'oytko, Jury
"Ton slay ckssy Hoostrr" I'avm, and Mir 7
mailt Swtty sit down to
list ytar" Crow.
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Scots taking aim at Salem

Nationally-ranke- d

The other guard slot will

Chris Sweeney

between James Cooper '08 and Devin
Fulk '08. Cooper averaged in double
figures in points, coming off the
bench in every game while averaging
exactly 50 percent from the field and
close to 45 percent (.449) on three-poi- nt
shots.
and
Fulk lettered as a first-yea- r,
along with Cooper made up the only
rotatwo freshmeh in the nine-ma- n
tion from last year. Both are very talented shooters and look to add depth
on the perimeter.'
"The pre season scrimmages have
shown that we have some players
that can step up," said Moore. "Evan
Will '08 will be key this year along
with Jeff Stevens '07 to give us size
and depth in the post."
Will brings an aggressive style to
the court, which will be key in
rebounding along with good passing
skills. Stevens brings experience as a
6'7" center, last year he appeared in
14 games and had solid outings in
each one. This year Stevens will
become a more regular part of the
Scots rotation.
Leadership is another focus of the
team this year, as Witucky and Port,
the only two seniors on the squad,
will be the captains. Moore commented saying that "both will provide excellent leadership for the
team." Witucky is the only four-ye- ar
starter on the Scots' squad this year,
with Port having transferred from
Miami (OH) University in his second
.
year. '
"Our players are anxious to get the
season started," said Moore. "The
season starts this weekend and we
are ready for it."
Tonight the tournament begins in
Timken Gym with St. Thomas
at 6
(Minn.) vs. Wisconsin-Sto- ut
p.m. The Scots will tip off against
Kalamazoo at 8 p.m. Tomorrow the
Scots will hopefully be in the championship game against the other winner at 8 p.m. but if they lose they
will tip off at 6 p.m

Sports Editor
As the fall season of sports comes
to a close, the College of Wooster
Fighting Scots men's basketball team '
is just about to get their season
rolling. The winningest NCAA
Division 111 men's Basketball team of
the 21st century (154-2- 4 since 2000)
will tip off this weekend with the Al
Van WieRotary Tournament.
The Scots are looking to duplicate
the success they had last year, a 27-- 3
overall record with a North Coast
Athletic Conference (NCAC) regular
season title finishing the year at 15-The Scots also enjoyed brief stays on
top of the D3hoops.com national
poll. But while Wooster is preseason
ranked
number
three . by
D3hoops.com to Wittenberg's number ten, the Scots are picked second
behind Wittenberg in their own conference by both the media and coach1.

I should

be

be

in India
For those of you who are close
enough to me, you'll know what the
title means. For the other underpriviwww.theface-book.co- m
leged folks, log on to
and stalk me.
Funny story to start off the week
Nick Cross and I actually hung out
last weekend. Disregard the fact that

-

a common tnena
was in town and
that we were
forced to be in the
same room, but
we hung out.

Turns out, he's
slrabadthadani
not such a bad
guy. He still
old, but he's
writes like a four-yemore
Anyway,
bad
guy.
not such a
.
.
await.
important things
The Pistons are 0 as of press
v.
time. So all you Detroit and Michigan
Hohertz)
and
Jeremy
by
(photo
Witucky
Kyle
'06
folks (eg. Scott Whitbeck), start
es poll.
jumping for joy. The last time the
"I think our players prefer to be
33 Tom Port '06 (photo courtesy of OPI) will be key contribPistons opened up a season in this
chosen first and are disappointed if utors on a Fighting Scots team that went 27-- 3 last year.
Joe Dumars and Isiah
fashion,
coach
Steve
they are not," said head
were running around in
Thomas
honors
'05.
NCAC
last
received
Blake
year,
Mealer
and
'05
Schlingman
is
to prove
Moore. "Their mindset
first-tea- m
elbowing the rest of the
miniskirts
and
named
6'7"
being
Port
center
Scots
the
was
Schlingman
people wrong. Still, other people
crotch. I would include
in
the
men-tio- n.
league
honorable
Vandervaart
6'5"
gaining
a
Mealer
power
and
won't determine the outcome of our
in that list of "bad-boRodman
Dennis
has
been
the
team's
6'5"
Port
for
at
combined
over
forward.
two
The
games and after a few games people
Pistons, but he still runs around
will start focusing on what happened
2,000 points and 1,000 rebounds for leading scorer for two years running
in
Speaking of basketball,
miniskirts.
candidate
is
and
an
stellar
four
seasons.
the
over
Scots
on the court not what other people
was too good to be
the
Lakers
Vandervaart,
led
story
6'6",
at
this
"We
year.
lost
good
players
two very
had said."
are
proud owners of
now
They
true.
in
rebounds,
6.7
the
averaging
for
squad
had
fine
combining
careers
The conference preseason polls are who
three-gam- e
streak, and Kobe
losing
a
the
Moore.
said
on
year.
duplicates of one. another, as 'both the over 2,000 points,"
his
has
finger and is
injured
Bryant
Scots'
rotation
the
low
Rounding
out
media and coaches poll agree on the "They were our two primary
Adeeb.
like
Perhaps
friend
playing
'07
the
Van
be
my
at
will
Horn
the
Andy
years
post scoring options over
finishing positions of all ten NCAC
the $4
on
hurt
himself
is
Van
Bryant
trying
forward
both
small
Horn
position.
teams. Still coach Moore doesn't and they are big shoes to fill.on
three-poi- nt
wife
his
after
million
he
bought
and
ring
will
offensively
We
a
threat
have to
offense and defense.
want to overlook anyone.
her.
he
cheated
assigned
on
be
to
will
call on a lot of different people to
defensively
often
"Wittenberg has been our toughest
Tiger Woods finished second in
the top scorer of the opposing team.
competition over the years and will rebound but we have the athletes
HSBC
Open in Shanghai (he finished
'06
At the guard slot, Kyle Witucky
probably remain so," said Moore. who can do it."
'
(
second
season,
to Bart Bryant in the season-endiWhile the Scots will have to cope will start for his fourth
"But we take the approach that every
Tour
Championship last
is
single game is important and this with the losses of Schlingman and Witucky is a true point guard who
and
earned $1.17 million
weekend)
candidate and
year more than ever there will be Mealer, they also have players who an
his
for
"struggles" over the fortnight.
are capable of filling their shoes. according to the coaching staff his
some very dangerous NCAC teams."
He just pushed his season's earnings
hard work during the
Moore is referring to the fact that Specifically returning starters Tim
over $10 million. My last fortnightly
retained many of Vandervaart '07 and Tom Port '06 could translate into his biggest year
paycheck pushed my season's earnyet. As the team captain, he is the
their starters last ear while the who will niove up to fill the center
ings just past $400. Tiger, and I, we
Scots suffered two big losses in Matt and power forward position. Both heart and soul of the team.
kinda have the same life (and scoring
6--4,
average), except I'm "better looking
and his girlfriend can't cook.
In postseason MLB news, the
italize on the following possession, quarter.
line. Neither team was
Wooster
MaxCarithers
- Ohio Wesleyan took the drive 20
league and the players' union finally
however, as Bobby Reiff threw his secable to score again in the second quarter
Voice Staff Writer
agreed on a new 'roid policy (that's
ond interception of the game.
yards on eight plays, and were again
as each team was forced to punt twice.
steroid policy for those of you' who
On the next possession, the "Scots forced to punt. Wooster took control
The College of Wooster Fighting Ohio Wesleyan took the final possession
'
don't speak the lingo). First strike
of the half with 1:11 left, but elected to were able to force another Bishops punt, of the ball with 1:24 left to play, and
Scots (6-4
NCAC) kicked off this
weekend against the Ohio Wesleyan
run out the clock instead of trying to but again Wooster could not move the moved the ball 55 yards down the field L 50 games. Second strike 100 games.
line, but
Third strike you're out, for good.
to the Ohio Wesleyan
2 NCAC) for
University Bishops (7-they were unable to convert a fourth Lifetime ban. Imagine if the same
both teams' season finales. The teams
rules applied in the NFL NEWS
down, and turned the ball over with
came into the game with Wcxister'at
FLASH: Peyton Manning caught tak7:03 in the game.
fifth place in the North Coast Athletic
ing steroids with brother Eli. Brothers
On their next drive, Ohio Wesleyan
Conference, and Ohio Wesleyan ranked
suspended for 50 games, but the two
able
ice
the
65
was
to
moving
game,
at fourth.
Second
five
for
in
score.
are scheduled to face each other on
a
plays
yards
last
hoxof
The game was the Scots'
found
Rice
Monday Night Football upon their
Nick
quarterback
string
qualifying for the NCAA playoff tourrd
Zach
return in 2009....what a riot!
a
Dennis
on
receiver
nament, but their hopes were shattered
21-Albert Pujols was named MVP of
lead
with
make
0
the
4:20
strike to
as Ohio Wesleyan prevailed 21-- 7.
the
National League after living in
left to play.
The Bishops t(xk the opening kickotf
Reiff
Barry Bonds' shadow for the last four
On the next drive, Bobby
to their own six yard line where the
threw his fourth interception of the seasons. Taking into account the size
return man fumbled. They were lucky
of Bonds' head, it's more like an
game, ending hopes of a Scots comeenough to recover their own fumble,
eclipse than a shadow.
back. The Bishops fumbled on their
and on the next play quarterback Ryan
next drive, but Wooster turned the Congratulations Fat Albert.
Sir Louis found receiver Zfcch Dennis
The Yankees struck a deal with
ball over on downs after gaining zero
for a
reception. Three plays
yards. Again, the Bishops fumbled on Japanese star outfielder Hideki
scramble by Sir
later, after a
Matsui that pays him $52 million
the following drive, and Scots defenLouis, running back Nick Rice was able
over the next four years. That's about
sive back Josh Feesler '07 returned the
to score on a one-yarun. A Chris
fumble 34 yards for Wooster's lone
Kras extra point made the lead 0 with
and twelve yen a
score. Kicker Andy Milligan "08 made
13:07 to play in the first quarter.
the extra point attempt, making the month.
After forcing a Scots
Donovan McNabb's groin finally
final score 21-- 7, and helping Wooster
on the ensuing drive, Ohio Wesleyan
avoid its second shutout in a row. Two
snapped, so he's out for a while. Big
was able to move down the field
Ben has finally started throwing the
plays later, the Bishops ran out the
to the College of W'ooster one-yafootball, but will be rested against the
clock, ending the season for the fightline. On the next play, Sir Louis
Ravens so he can be 100 percent
Scots.
end
the
middle
of
ing
in
the
was intercepted
when the undefeated Colts visit the
(3-will
the
Scots
NCAC),
4
At
'07.
Block
linebacker
4
Bobby
zone by
Steel City after Thanksgiving break.
this
be
the
to
ball
heading
not
able
postseason
the
move
to
The Scots were
undefeated
last
The NHL saw a blockbuster move
after
drive,
year
going
year,
taking up After
37 yards on an
the most successful season in school history, the Scots
when
till
the
national
playoffs.
Sergei Federov was traded to
On
4:35, but were again forced to punt.
fell flat this year, finishing sixth in the NCAC (Photo by Mac
said
Smith
linebacker
Andre
Junior
our
however,
very own Columbus Mighty
the
the following drive,
Buehler).
"As
we've
the
a
about
Ducks
season,
team
(I know they're called the Blue
Bishops made the most of their scoring
and
in
ball,
5
plays
19
As
for
lot
of
yards
a
only
going
experience."
gained
Jackets but the Mighty Ducks sounds
opportunity when Sir Iiuis dove into score again.
forced
take
were
said,
"We
again.
one-yaOhio
to
had
he
half,
can
Wesleyan
At the
the way cooler. Plus, I don't own a blue
out they
punt
next year,
out. The
the end zone from
Scots
for
the
how
this
were
total
of
looking up
memories
Things
our season went
yards to
jacket, but I do know someone who
gained Wooster 259
touchdown capjicd an
recovered
fumble
1
had
on
Bishops
W'ix)ster's
a
Each
make
as they
owns one of those miglAy bathtub
team
next year
total of 10.
year, and strive to
drive, taking five minutes. Another sucline on the
the Ohio Wesleyan 2
completely different. We want another ducks). So anyway, when I read the
one turnover.
cessful e,xtra point attempt made the
conference championship, and we newsflash on www.espn.com, it said
W'ooster took the ocning kickoff of following drive. Again, however,
score 14-- 0 in favor of Ohio Wesleyan
want to be the dominant team in our "Federov makes switch to Mighty
the second half but was forced to punt Wooster's scoring opportunity was cut
with 13:40 left in the half.
conference. To all the Scot fans, thanks Ducks." The first thought that
after going 23 yards on four plays. The short when Ohio Wesleyan's Chad Ellis
Again, following the Iftshop's stoic,
intercepted his second pass of the day . for all of your support, and next year crossed my mind was that Russian
Scots then held Ohio Wesleyan to nine
W'ooster was unable to put px tints on
we will make it a great season for you."
President Federov (a figment of my
the board when quarterback Bobby yards on the next drive, and forced a with under a minute to play in the third
wild imagination) had defected to the
Reilf '07 was intercepted at the Bishops punt. They were unable to ca- 2005-200- 6
SURVIVOR SUPPORT SYSTEM
US. (the mighty fuc...err...ducks). Uh-o- h.
Cold War II. No such luck.
A group of faculty and staff who are available to confidentially assist
of 'Feder' people, tennis
Speaking
survivors of, or those who know survivors of sexual assault For
stud Roger Federer is now 79-- 3 on
assistance contact:
the season. That's a winning percentage of .9634. In the BCS standings
n
Ext. 2319
o 00
Longbrake
Nancy Anderson
that would put him right behind
Ext. 2357
Kauke 129A
Mary Bader
and in the FedEx Orange
Texas
03
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in the FEDex Bowl?
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pimp
Ext. 2301
The Lilly House
Dianna Kardulias
btw,
Oh
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Russian president's
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Westminster Church
Carroll Meyer
On n
on
name is Putin. But hope you can
forgive me for being so daft, I am but
Students may also contact the College counselors at Ext. 2319 or a
the
Wooster
a lowly sKrts editor for a college
Campus Minister at Ext 2601 To report an assault, contact
or Security at Ext
City Police at 911 (emergencies) or
newspaHT.
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